
 
 
 
 
 
 

DATE: 10-02-07 TITLE: Funds for New River. 
LENGTH: 1:35   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: Funds New River. The senate of the United States has just approved a new 
amendment that might give 10 million dollars for the cleanliness and restoration of the New 
River. Of receiving the authorization on the part of the president Bush this money would be 
used to create new projects. To create new infrastructure that has thought to place in the 
highway 98 spending the bridge where the New River happens. Although it is absent a lot of 
way for covering this one seems to be a light at the end of the tunnel. For Miguel Figueroa 
Director Ejecutivo of the Committee of the New River, the fact that the voting has favored to 
this cause it reflects that Washington starts seeing to the Imperial Valley, which is starting 
taking in account already to find a rapid and prompt solution, which is for what the citizens 
of Calexico and of the Imperial Valley are suggesting and asking.                                    
                                           
 

DATE: 10-04-07 TITLE:  Murder and Suicide in El Centro.     
LENGTH: 1:38   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 

FCC Local Community 



NARRATIVE: Yesterday at 4:35 p.m. a strong police mobilization is realized in El Centro 
when an emergency call was received bringing shots of firearm on a market of the locality. 
In the place of the facts met the victim without life of name Jorge Navarrete with several 
wounds of bullet and to the suspect of name Jorge Raul Zapeda who had a wound of bullet 
in the head provoked by the same one although this one did not lose the life in this 
momentI declared his death in the hospital of this city minutes later. For the witnesses they 
were moments of real anxiety. In accordance with a press release expressed by the police of 
El Centro, Jorge Zepeda who was a brother-in-law of his victim Jorge Navarrete, entered the 
market and on having come to the establishment of jewelery shop at which it was 
employed, Navarrete was when it did the shots in his against. Later on having been 
recharge his weapon, he was speaking for cellular and later he go off in the head. Even the 
investigations do not reveal the motives of this tragic ending 
 

DATE: 10-05-07 TITLE: Elections in El Centro. 
LENGTH: 1:48   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: In the Imperial County 75 % of the population more or less are Hispanic. 
Although this percentage does not turn out to be reflected in the voters' record that is 
52481 in Imperial County, Dolores Provencio Director of the Department of Elections of the 
County does not explain herself because the people have stopped exercising his civil duty. 
Dolores Provencio said, it is difficult to know because the people have stopped voting. At 
present there him can only the candidates or to the matters that it is in the ballot to bring 
to the people to choose. But Maria Lopez resident of this city has a reason that is very 
common between the Hispanic community. Maria gave, there is times that one like that is 
much conformist, there that they vote for the others as which one is not interested in that 
the people progresses. But since it shows it miss Provencio is important that the people go 
out to voting as that each of the citizens has the faculty to choose the one who represents 
us in the different positions of popular election. Efrain Silva expressed that the community 
has to understand that there is a benefit or a personal cost remain the persons who exist in 
the council. The decisions that we take impactan to them directly. The next elections in the 
Imperial County will be November 6 and if you are a citizen of this country and has not 
registered it has until October 22 to do it, if it has doubts or comments of the next 
elections call to the phone that appears on screen for more information.  
 
 
 



DATE: 10-08-07 TITLE: Fiestas Del Sol 
LENGTH: 1:56   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: In a balance done by merchants installed in the Fiestas del Sol they show that 
in spite of the visitors' inflow the consumption of products inside the fair is minimal. 
Franciso Marquez merchant said, if it has entered enough, good we have seen that has 
entered and between equal week, see that there is inflow of the people. Likewise Sergio 
Gomez merchant said, also it changes, also there are days that there are many people then 
it does not consume, depends of that the people who comes to consume or if nothing any 
more comes to I entertained. In this edition of the so called Fiesta of all the merchants they 
do not have much that to celebrate since his selling is not for what they were waiting. They 
themselves do not know the factors that are affecting them. Marquez said a bit under last 
year this one more or less better. I say that not only it is here it is at national level, because 
we have seen just as in all the fairs it is the same it has gone down of the previous years 
they are lowering that we do not know if it is for the crisis. Gomez commented, perhaps 
maybe the reason are the prices because there are many people who is badly economically, 
not nothing any more is of coming and we go and spend also there has much that to see 
the entry. There are no persons that his problem is the parking I believe that there moan 
that to do something also. The merchants prove to be optimists of whom they numbers rise 
in what it remains of the Fiestas del Sol since this one is alone the first week. And they hope 
that more visitors of the United States come to the fair. Certainly if you come to the Fiestas 
del Sol take your time and precautions to return to house since the times of waiting to cross 
the border line can be even 2 hours. 
 

DATE: 10-09-07 TITLE: Anti-flu vaccines. 
LENGTH: 1:52   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE:  With the change of climate that comes closer it is important to be prepared 
not to contract illnesses, reason for which the department of health of the Imperial County 
was initiating the campaign of vaccination against the flu. Janet Angulo representative of 
the above mentioned dependency says to us who qualify to receive the vaccines. The 
biggest children of 6 months of age and now it is recommended to him that any person 
who wants protection should apply to herself the vaccine. It is necessary to mention that it 
is necessary to apply the vaccine in advance to the winter period since this one is late a few 
days to do effect, for some persons this injection might have some side effects.Already 
when the vaccine is applied and 2 weeks you have spent the human body it starts 
producing anti bodies that protect the person, some persons can experience side effects as 
fever and pain but it is normal.The campaign of vaccination will initiate in the following 
dates Thursday, the 11th and Tuesday, the 16th of October of the 8 from the morning until 
5 p.m. in the center of training of Health Department located in 935 of the Broadway in El 
Centro and on Saturday, the 20th in the areas of the fair of Imperial where transport service 
will be had for the first time. The persons will be supported in his vehicle and will receive 
the vaccine. It is recommended to them to use shirt of short sleeve and they will not bend 
for anything his vehicle. The cost is 2 dollars for persons of high risk and 20 dollars for 
persons who do not belong to this category. For more information he can communicate to 
the phone that appears on screen. 
 
 
 

DATE: 10-11-07 TITLE: National day of Recognition of the 
AIDS between Hispanics.  

LENGTH: 1:43   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Next Monday, the 15th of October is the national day of recognition of the 
AIDS between Hispanics. Although the Latin ones are a 19 % of the infected ones in the 
country, in the Imperial County the number is alarming. Sabina Laveaga, Supervisor of the 
programs VIH/SIDA said that our county has 143 cases of AIDS of these 143 cases 76 % 
they belong to Hispanics. The VIH does not discriminate against anybody but at present and 
in accordance with the statistics there exists a sector of the population that is more inclined 
to contract this mortal virus. Men who have sexes with men, the risk is higher, and second 
the persons who inject drugs or other substances. In this edition of the day of recognition 
of the AIDS the approach at national level is that Latin pregnant women do to themselves 
more tests of VIH. Already the life of his babies they might be in danger in case the mother 
is infected of VIH. If the woman detects the virus during his pregnancy it can take a 
treatment with the doctor and if the doctor takes care of her the baby can be born healthy 
and without VIH. Sabina said who to do to him the test of VIH is not exclusive for a few but 
for the whole community, there is no a person that we say that it is necessary to do the 
test, it is rather so that they all come and do to him the test and recognize or see the risk 
that they can contract. Efrain Castro resident of this city said, we should do it frequently 
since it is something that we do not find remedy yet, I hope and soon one finds the remedy 
for this problem. Call to the phone that appears on screen to obtain more information. 
 

DATE: 10-26-07 TITLE:  Measurement "Y" Calexico.      
LENGTH: 1:26   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: This next November 6 the city of Calexico will vote for the measurement "Y" 
with which funds try to be acquired so much to revitalize buildings as to create new areas 
of recreation for that the community so much has asked the authorities of this frontier city. 
John Renison mayor of Calexico said, it is a measurement where we wanted to collect 15 
million dollars to construct recreative things for the community, we are going to construct a 
reservoir he publishes here where your time in Heber Park and a Center of Playtime here 
where the guardsman is. The officials of the city and the group of the community that did 
this proposal prove to be optimists of having a good result in the next elections with this 
measurement, since the same people have been who has asked more areas of recreation it 
to be in Calexico, in addition to obtaining the funds a commission will be created so that 
transparence exists more at the time of the handling of the money. Considering the fact 
that the citizenship has asked for recreation, has asked it to spend the money and that the 
expense should be watched and we are going to create a committee of 5 persons where 
they watch the money and that is not the council the one that watches the expense, said 
Renison. The measurement "Y" in addition to the projects earlier mentioned also these 
funds will be used to revitalize the center of the city and to promote the economic 
development. This November 6 the decision is his do not leave that others decide for you. 
 

DATE: 10-29-07 TITLE: Halloween Precautions. 
LENGTH: 1:34   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: To scarce days of the celebration of the day of Halloween the emergency 
authorities do called the family parents to carry to extremes precautions at the time of the 
trick or treat. Captain Navarro of Firemen Department of Calexico says: that are in the 
stools that do not cross the streets for in way that the places use designated to cross.    
Also that the sweets that they seize are wrapped not unrolled so that it is more a precaution 
for the children. In addition to using hand light to be more visible for the drivers since all 
the safety measurements are never of any more . Since the accidents happen just when less 
they are waited. Now thanks to God there have not been accidents but anything any more 
the recordamiento to the public so that it never happens. For pasara this day of witches 
different insurances organizations will have houses of frights for the children one of them 
will be in the center of community of Calexico today and tomorrow from 6 p.m.. But for not 
so children also will take his holiday of Halloween as the one that is organizing our station 
Super Estrella 94.5 joins in the Club RA of Mexicali this October 31. 
Alejandro Mosqueda says: Halloween Party that we are going to carry out on Wednesday is 
going to have the contest to the best disguise that are thousand dollars in cash to the most 
original disguise also the disguise to the most sexy girl who goes away to take 500 dollars 
in cash the same day. 
 

DATE: 10-29-07 TITLE: Arrest of Drug trafficker. 
LENGTH: 2:04   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Arrest of Drug trafficker. After an arduous investigation in coordination with 
the FBI, the state preventive police of Baja California were arrested to the supposed sub by 
chief of the Mexican mafia who was operating in the Valley of Coachella. Antonio Gonzalez 
of 39 years of age who was residing in an illegal way in Mexicali it was looked from April by 
the North American authorities who asked for the support of the Mexican police alerting 
them of the danger of the fugitive who never imagined the way as it would be arrested.   
The Police officer Alfredo Arenas Moreno said, he was alone, was out smoking a cigarette as 
that was waiting for someone that this was what motivated us to carrying out the arrest of 
an immediate way, because we did not want that there were more people who possibly was 
armed... How much did persons take part in the arrest? 3 nothing any more 3, the original 
intention was to locate that it was there and to ask for support so that there should come 
the people to arrest it but then it fell down to us the  suspense that if we were waiting to 
which it should come for the support us was going away to go or was going away to put to 
the house and to be able to extract it of the house we needed an order of cateo. We make 
use of the moment that was in the public route, if we were not seizing it now it goes away 
to complicate the matter. Fortunately everything went out well and we detained it. Gonzalez 
Rodriguez was a fugitive only one of 14 accused from April, for the department of justice of 
the United States. And he is one of 27 Americans arrested in territory Bajacaliforniano. To 
Friday with the apprehension of Antonio Rodriguez alias Tony we go 193 fugitives captured 
in a period of 5 years in this year only lwe take 27. Neighbors of the supposed drug 
trafficker showed that she was a calm person, who had no problems with anybody and they 
never realized anything suspicious.  
 

DATE:       TITLE:       
LENGTH:         
PROGRAM:       
NARRATIVE:       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

DATE: 11-02-07 TITLE: A new governor of BC. 
LENGTH: 1:27   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: From now on with the capture of protest of his new governor, Baja California 
initiates a new history. 
The Governor of Baja California, Jose Guadalupe Osuna Millan says: and patriotically the 
charge of  governor that the people has granted me. Looking to at everything for the good 
and prosperity of the union and of the state and if this way it will not do it that the people 
sues it me. With the presence of all the sectors of the society Osuna Millan it promised to 
work implementing in addition to safety and social justice another 5 points that will be 
essential during his order. Formation for the vidad, competitive economy, regional 
development sustentable, well-being and development humanized, I govern to the service 
of the people. After having lived through an electoral stormy process and with the 
ratification of his victory for the electoral federal court, the first new state chief did called 
those who voted for other political parties last August 5. I ask whom they voted for other 
political options today them to allow me based on results to gain me his confidence.  
 

DATE: 11-06-07 TITLE:  Measurements "W" "Y”     
LENGTH: 1:30   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 

FCC Local Community 



NARRATIVE: In the local elections of today in addition to choosing representatives of the 
council in the cities of El Centro, Brawley and Calipatria as well as those who will occupy 
positions in different school districts the future of the measurement is defined “ W in 
Brawley and "Y" in Calexico. Both with similar characteristics. The mayor of Calexico, John 
Renison said: we try to construct a reservoir and a center of playtime, we are going to 
arrange the paving for example the stools that are broken, they have years, and also we are 
going to use part to reconstruct the streets. In addition to destining funds for the safety he 
publishes and firemen. But undoubtedly one of the biggest obstacles is an abstentionism. 
And when you leave a bad flavor of mouth they all think that we all are in the same one, but 
a clarification that I do is that if this proposal happens it includes an obligation to create a 
citizens' committee of alertness. The funds of both measurements will collect of the taxes 
ed selling that they register so much in the frontier city of Calexico as the city it yields of 
the Rodeo Cattle Call Brawley. It is a less heavy way of asking the people to support us with 
the quarter of cent on the selling and then if it is you who think as it would affect the local 
resident really not because the majority of the buys come from Mexicali. Up to the closing 
of this edition, the elections were carried out of a calm form and with very few civil 
participation. 
 

DATE: 11-07-07 TITLE: Declaration in Calexico. 
LENGTH: 1:45   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: Hundreds of demonstrators provenients of several parts of California mostly 
of San Diego did a scale in Calexico to declare themselves against the migratory politics. 
Roberto Rubio, Activist of the Imperial Valley said: because they also are against of the 
abuse against the migrants, abuse in ques are putting encirclements and hundres die in the 
desert and the quite American channel. The American demonstrators a group of anarchists 
joined for the Mexican side who, on having been questioned on which it was his 
participation, these were his responses. Nat sounds …; Whereas in Calexico the words of 
the activists asked for a better future for all. Roberto said that it should be a world more 
harmonic that there are no these types of so high such ugly walls. Luna, demonstrator said, 
we are going to go and keep on being employed with them at both sides of the border at 
ways that we could be together and to support a different infrastructure, a different diet 
that is more human. After his pacific declaration on the border of Calexico they moved to 
the cemetery of Holtville where they rest the rests of undocumented persons not identified 
to pay to them tribute. 
 



DATE: 11-08-07 TITLE: Arrests Frontier Patrol. 
LENGTH: 1:15   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: The frontier patrol sector El Centro arrested two runaways of the justice in 
different incidents, the first one of them  treat as a man that  take the life from his wife. 
Lozano agent said: the individual him confessed to the reagent of the frontier patrol that it 
had murdered to his yesterday that we are referring it does a pair of days. 
The suspect now faces charges for murder the investigations run in charge of the 
department of police officer of Brawley. 
Whereas in another incident there was captured an individual who had hanging accounts 
with the justice and who in advance tried to conceal his criminal record. 
Lozano comment, was evident an anomaly in which it made the agent verify that it was what 
it had in the fingers one found the crazy tail he was removed and we are that he was a 
person who took enough charges as a theft and also is associated with a criminal band that 
one finds in Tijuana, Baja California.  
The name of the suspect omitted to be mentioned for continuing with the corresponding 
investigations. 
 

DATE: 11-09-07 TITLE: Declaration in El Centro. 
LENGTH: 1:45   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Liberate, liberate, liberate … 
This was the claim that dozens demanifestantes pronounced this evening in the facilities of 
the center of detention of undocumented persons as well as in the offices of the frontier 
patrol in El Centro, California.  A Demonstrator said: we are here in solidarity with you 
because we believe that no human being is illegal and that we all have right to our freedom 
and of moving and coming to look for a better life.  In the middle of a strong guard the 
local activists also were lifting his voice to join with the group of Protestants provenientes 
of several parts of California. 
Mr. Benavides said: that knock down the barrier that we have of division in the United States 
with Mexico.  In accordance with whom they were a part of this march the intention is that 
not only the local authorities listen to his demands but also the Federal Government.       
Mr. Benavides, for all the laws that have not spent that there is betado the president and we 
decide that to join and to take a message to the president to the congress.   Referring to 
the declaration. The Frontier Patrol sector El Centro showed that they only watched as a 
whole with other police agencies so that the above mentioned march was passing in order. 
 
 
 

DATE: 11-12-07 TITLE: Arrests to Demonstrators. 
LENGTH: 1:26   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Vocero Patrols Frontier.  After several days with the presence of more than 
one hundred of demonstrators of other parts of the state, yesterday in the evening these 
and the frontier patrol presented to herself a dispute between. 
Enrique Lozano said; there were the people of the Mexican side as of the American side and 
they started doing a hole to introduce the people illegally towards the close states. 
After noticed this the agents that were in the scene, they tried to move the demonstrators 
aside.  What the incorfomidad of the demonstrators woke up and began the tiff with the 
federal agents who used not lethal weapon to defend themselves and to submit the causers 
of the tumult. 
Enrique Lozano says; this caused the violence of the manifestastes pushing the agents, the 
agents immediately reacted to protect the nation and the integrity of the encirclement and 
arrested three persons.   
The names of the arrested ones were omitted for continuing with the investigations that it 
performs federal order. 
The principal charge that these 3 persons are going to face is I assault federal agents.  After 
the incident the rest of the demonstrators moved back and culminated this way if stay of 5 
days for the Imperial Valley in which all his activities were pacific with exception of the last 
one. 
 

DATE: 11-13-07 TITLE:  Governor of Baja California.     
LENGTH: 1:34   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Jose Guadaluoe Osuna Millan, Governor of Baja California. 
The governor of Baja California Jose Guadalupe Osuna Millan chatted with mass media to 
which it showed his commitment and the priorities that it has as the first chief of the state 
in that the safety publishes it is the most important. 
Osuna Millan said: first the definition of only one strategy in an integral program of safety 
publishes. This matter is of more aslta priority and we need the collaboration of the army 
there are going to be military men in the police controls. He affirmed that the combat to the 
organized crime will not be easy and such a subject might have his consequences. It neither 
is going to be a task thirteen not of 100 days nor is going to be a task that is going to take 
us more time and is going to have costs it is going to have lost of human lives for us this 
one is the biggest responsibility. 
Also he recognized the work of senators and federal conferees as the authorization of 16 
thousand 500 million weight that will be destined for Baja California and that will serve for 
several projects that are had contemplated in the entity. 
In matters of highways, on the subject of education, safety he publishes, of drinkable water, 
of health between other projects. Mister governor also mentioned that a plant of electrical 
energy will be constructed in Mexicali to supply of light the families most needed from this 
city. 
 

DATE: 11-19-07 TITLE: Food Bank od the Imperial Valley. 
LENGTH: 1:08   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: With the arrival of the day of action of thank you all we prepare ourselves for 
such a festivity but he has started thinking as it lives through the food bank of the Imperial 
Vale in this period. 
The administrator of the bank, Lucia Sanchez said; we are trying to distribute 211 turkeys 
to the congregations that give meal to the community that prepare dinners, although the 
task is made difficult by different causes, we are much needed from meal, with the problem 
of the fires in San Diego, the meal of the state us has diminished a little and then we have 
that suplirla we.  For what this organism without ends of lucre that has fed the most 
unprotected families of the Imperial Valley for more than 11 years needs the support of the 
community.  Because this meal is going to be distributed immediately for the churches to 
the communities where food is prepared for major gentlemen, children and for needy 
families. If it wants to do his donations to the food bank come to the direction that appears 
on screen or call to  (760) 370 0966. 
 



DATE: 11-20-07 TITLE: Help to Tabasco. 
LENGTH: 1:18   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: Due to the terrible situation that is lived in the state of Tabasco, the people 
Baja Californiano he contributes with his sand granite to relieve little needs of the affected 
ones by the floods. 
Jose Pablo Angulo Cuadraz, coordinator of center of gathering, said; more than 200 tons of 
supplies we have received in the whole state, it is what to the date we have been donated by 
the organizations of the civil society, the companies, citizenship in general.  The help in 
spice has been great more than it was waited, not this way in personnel to work in the 
center of gathering of the capital of the state. Approximately 15, 20 daily persons we have 
in the center of gathering nothing more in Mexicali, Tijuana and other municipalities I think 
that we bring 80 daily persons but volunteers. 
The mailing of supplies initiated the weekend by air and in the latter stage terrestrial route 
will do, this trailer that now we are sending is already the last one and either thanks to God 
either we receive the cooperation of the people and end with this work today. 
Jose coordinating Pablo Angulo Cuadraz of the center of gathering was grateful for the 
response of the community and the solidarity showed for with affected in Tabasco. 
It was an exelente response the citizens showed his solidarity with the people of Tabasco 
the truth is that there was no decision of social status so much as the people who had as 
that it did not have wine and support. 
 

DATE: 11-21-07 TITLE: Operative for Thanksgiving. 
LENGTH: 1:35   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: For this long weekend in the one that is commemorated the day of action of 
thank you the patrullajes will make a special effort from Calexico up to the Valley of 
Coachella where diverse agencies will be increasing the number of elements to protect the 
order as well as the police of Calexico will do it. 
Gonzalo Gerardo of the department of police officer of Calexico says as any department of 
police officer that beginning already today until the beginning of the year we have more 
alertness more patrol crafts. 
Whereas in the field of the dunes between El Centro and Yuma also will have the operative 
special one.   
Enrique Lozano, Spokesman Patrulla Fronteriza comment; every agency is going to have his 
role it is necessary to mention that we are working with agency local, state and federal that 
in a set we try to make this a bit surer for the community. 
Since for this holiday a walkers' big quantity is waited. It is the operative one where we wait 
about 200, 250 thousand person or visitor in this area. In addition to that one thinks about 
how to provide the incursion both with undocumented persons and with traffickers of 
drugs. To the effect that they treat of camoflagearse together with the persons that they are 
recreacionando and we have to be more alert. 
On his part the patrol of ways of California thinks about how to reduce the number of 
fatalities in accidents cartwrights who registered 42 deaths in more than 4 thousand 700 
collisions in the state in the same period of last year. From what they will have all his 
officials watching the highways. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DATE: 11-26-07 TITLE: Mexicali Publishes Security. 
LENGTH: 1:35   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: With a population superior to the million and a half inhabitants, Mexicali 
faces a severe crisis of personnel of municipal safety which is provided with 1700 elements.
Ricardo Rodriguez Becerra, Sub the safety director publishes of Mexicali, comment: they 
would have being approximately between 350 and 400 elements that it would work 
operatively speaking, already deducting each and everyone of the tasks that the operative 
personnel does administrative work.  Although according to the safety secretary he 
publishes of this capital the time of response to the emergency calls they do not exceed the 
established standard the officials' absence is undeniable in the streets. If we need more 
personal at least the double we would need to give him a good coverage and a good 
patrullaje in efficient form to reduce our times of response.  Small police presence in 
Mexicali turns out to be already reflected. The absence of elements the absence of units 
harms not only the tourists harms the whole population. And if the absence of police 
officers was the problem of insecurity in this entity the quandary increases with the period 
of buys of December where the criminal index increases considerably.  
Of approximately of 50 % that rises in December in comparasion with other months and 
obviously on having incurred an administrative absence with the same evolution of an 
absence they incur already or the crimes are committed. 
 

DATE: 11-27-07 TITLE:  Tips of safety for Christmas.     
LENGTH: 1:45   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Yesterday evening was register this fire in El Centro, California the causes are 
even investigated but for the emergency bodies this performs called attention to carry to 
extremes precautions during this period.  
Cedric Ceseña, firemen's Capt. of Calexico; but unfortunately when a fire happens in a 
house or in a business because of a Christmas tree it is difficult to control because the trees 
catch fire rapidly. 
That's why the firemen's department they recommend: 
That when he is going to buy a christmas tree that is a fresh tree that they are not going to 
sell to him a tree that is slightly old that a lot of time has been kept because it dries off, 
normally a tree must last the whole Christmas epoch. 
Others of the common factors to initiate a fire in this epoch of the year are the lights to 
adorn the houses. And unfortunately with the climate they are decomposing alone the 
interperie and it is necessary that if they are going to use the same type of lights they them 
inspect that they make sure that the cables should not be damaged and that all the lights 
should be complete. 
Cedric Ceseña affirms that fortunately there is less the number of incidents in the last 
years. The people apparently take the tips that are given them they put in action in his 
house theirs truth not only listen to them and do not continue them and it is the good 
thing. 
So please take all the precautions so that will enjoys of this epoch without dangers. 
 

DATE: 11-28-07 TITLE: Illegals Impacted by a car. 
LENGTH: 1:53   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE:      Last Wednesday about half after 8 of the night 3  Mexican died after 8 
was wound in the interstate highway in Ocotillo California, the aggressor he ran away. Wes 
Boerner, Official of the patrol of ways of California said: the 3 were impacted  the car, the 3 
died, after the accident a man removed the bodies of the highway and remained in the 
scene.  
Stand up Abraham: 
It is precisely this place where I register the accident where 3 lost the life migrantes 
Mexican 2 of original them of Baja California and other one of the State of Mexico, the 
bodies it is hoped that they should be moved to his places of origin today. Pablo Arnaud, 
Consul of Mexico in Calexico, said: 3 bodies were already identified today we hope that the 
funeral parlor should come to be moved to Los Angeles and hence divide to Cove and to the 
Federal District. The victims were identified as 23-year-old Nancy Valadez. In addition to 
34-year-old Yolanda Cruz and 10-year-old Liliana Cruz mother and daughter respectively 
those who, before being moved to Cove, will be watched briefly in the South of California. 
Pablo Arnaud said; the mother and the daughter that they take root in Cove were watched 
for 2 hours since there it takes root the husband and other relatives in Los Angeles. 
Up to the moment the only tracks that have of the suspicious sound the articles that were in 
the place of the accident. Boerner said: the debris qe was gathered in the scene they 
indicate that it was a pick up Dodge Ram of 94 to 97. For what the patrol of ways of 
California needs from his collaboration. Dodge looks pick up for model of 94 to 97, gray 
color, if you tieen some type of information related to this incident call (760) 482-2500 of 
the patrol of ways of Ocotillo California. 
 
 

DATE: 11-29-07 TITLE: Missing Migrante. 
LENGTH: 1:38   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Pablo Arnaud, Consul of Mexico in Calexico, said; in the attempt of crossing 
a person drowned in quite American channel died. This is the hypothesis that the consulate 
of Mexico in Calexico handles after a Mexican migrante eliminated in the waters of the 
quite American channel on Tuesday, the 27th approximately the 1 of the morning. For the 
frontier patrol the absence of elements that should indicate the drowning does not allow 
them to confirm this lamentable fact. 
Enrique Lozano, spokesman of the frontier patrol commented: we have basically the 
evidence to the effect that this body goes to emerjer in a pair of days to be able to confirm 
this event. The incident registered next to the cabin East de Calexico in which together with 
the missing migrante there crossed 2 women who were brave. But the individual in his 
attempt for evading the agents decided to return to Mexico. Pablo Arnaud; the original man 
of Mexicali, returned again to the water and to the half of the channel it disappeared then 
up to the moment one has not found his body. 
Lozano; and it are where the frontier this patrol waiting if actually this person did not go 
out of the channel and one was under the current we are monitoriando if it is going to come 
to emerjer. After making a trip for the quite American channel the cameras of Univision not 
podimos find evidences of this case, only he remains to wait to know if actually this person 
joins to 12 deaths that registered on this border last fiscal year. Pablo Arnaud; the time is 
there the facto until it manages for if only going out forward. 
 

DATE: 11-30-07 TITLE: Buys of Christmas in Calexico. 
LENGTH: 1:41   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: For officials of the city and merchants today it is the first day of the buys 
decembrinas in Calexico. Making use of the payment of Christmas gifts to workpeople of 
the nearby city of Mexicali, it is hoped that the selling should improve compared to those 
who were had in the same period of last year. John Renison, Mayor of Calexico said; since 
we hope for sight that the selling should improve to last year of 2006 let's wait for truth but 
with the long lines they have us very worried and dismayed from what the these people 
waiting 2 hours. Ruben Villalba, Resident of Mexicali said; we had in fact the need to leave 
the vehicle in Mexico and to put on foot because it takes you hours to have to cross the 
opposite motor route. 
Nevertheless In December it is one of the best months for the economy of this frontier 
entity. Renison, In December compared to other months we are going to suppose that 20 or 
25 % of the donero that enters the city a porciento is going to be in December. Sandra 
Prado, Merchant said; they raise 50 or 60 more % the whole year, these results are thanks to 
the thousands of buyers that they come to Calexico as well as Mister Villalba.  
Villalba; there is no a tariff border but approximately 500 or 800 dollars. Although for 
Ruben Villalba his discomfort for the long lines to cross the border is clear and gives his 
recommendation to the authorities. 
Since not if there was a system that was helping to improve a little more the car movement 
in these dates decembrinas. Meanwhile the officials of the North American customs showed 
that the times of waiting are re-repeated to improve them, except that the cabin East de 
Calexico will be opened from 3 a.m. during the biggest period of the work in the field. 
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DATE: 12-03-07 TITLE: New Patrols Sheriff Yuma. 
LENGTH: 1:28   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: Across the supervisors' table of the county, the department of the sheriff of 
Yuma received a budget for 239 thousand dollars for acquisition of new patrols. Bratcher, 
Commander Dept. Sheriff Yuma; these vehicles will be used to replace to the old vehicles 
with high place millage that our officials are handling. 
An approximate whole of 10 vehicles is those that will be replaced and will be with different 
characteristics to the current ones. We acquire the vehicles 4 for 4 because the areas where 
we answer are not in the ways but in the desert. 
With the new units it is desirable to give a better service to the community those who wait 
for the same. 
Mayra Barragan, Resident; I like so that they take care more of the city in the new areas. 
Rosa Samarripa, Resident; although if they are late in coming but if they come. 
Priciliano Franc, Resident; I what I want it is a more effective service simply when one 
occupies something sometimes they fail. 
In addition to receiving the new pick ups the dialogue is continued with the authorities of 
the county to extend the number of officials since to fill completely the current needs 8 
more elements deal at least. Bratcher; in our opinion we are short of personnel it is a matter 
that we are working with the supervisors' table to try to reach the personal level to do well 
our work. 
 

DATE: 12-04-07 TITLE:  Home Program.     
LENGTH: 2:02    
PROGRAM: Notivalle 

FCC Local Community 



NARRATIVE: With the intention of spending the holidays decembrinas in Aztec soil 
thousands of Mexicans return to his places of origin to celebrate in company of theirs, 
precisely for them I create to him the home program. Pablo Araud Carreño, Consul of 
Mexico in Calexico; it is a program that gives you information of like and to where directing 
you in case of some maltreatment of some bad police officer or of some civil servant. This 
program also informs that you cannot cross articles to Mexico. 
You cannot take questions of wood, plants or animals, because all these have to be 
registered earlier to verify that they do not contain any plague or any fungi. For those that 
they saved during the whole year for this special trip they must consider the limit of cash 
that they can take with it.  In Mexico the ceiling there are 10 thousand dollars or 100 
thousand Mexican weight that can lead to Mexico for your vacation. In addition to doing the 
step to be able to deposit his vehicle to Mexico. 
You have to register it here in the cabin for the temporary pass of your vehicle register it 
and when you return to the United States have to return to inform that you already returned 
it for that in a future I return to Mexico he can be an arrested. The consul of Mexico in 
Calexico Mister Arnaud Carreño between his recommendations also this one respecting the 
limit of franquisia that can be deposited to Mexican territory. A countryman can take 300 
dollars for family in his vehicle to give some presents that lead to Mexico. 
Some other recommendations are:   Not to take too many dienro in cash. To choose to take 
credit cards. 
To bring maltreatments of any civil servant to the corresponding dependencies. For more 
information about the home program call (760) 357-3863 of the consulate of Mexico in 
Calexico. 
 

DATE: 12-05-07 TITLE: Study Cabin. 
LENGTH: 1:56   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: The cabins on the borders were not established for the safety or to fight the 
terrorism. This is one of the principal causes of because of the long lines to cross the 
cabins, but to know the economic impact that this brings with it the affiliation of 
governments of the Imperial Valley I realize a study that it reveals lost in the finance in both 
sides of the border. Carrillo; as 3 trillions in the United States and almost the double in the 
republic of Mexico. By what the dialogue is continued with the authorities of the American 
customs to find a solution to this problem. It has been improved in matters of personnel 
and also in more funds to contribute in hours of work that the officials are working. 
Although apparently for the citizenship this is not sufficient since they continue the Way of 
the Cross at the time of crossing towards the United States. Reyna; regularly 1 hour, 1 hour 
and twenty, 1 hour and forty that for the morning that it is very cold is enough. 
Guadalupe; I have to come to myself with time of 1 hour or 1 hour and a half.  
Maria; because the cursory one comes and I bring hurry and it cannot save one because 
already with the line that there is so long one and and to ves that does not walk so much is 
very slowly. Across the investigation of the local governments in addition to the number of 
consumers diminishes there exists a loss of more than 11 thousand employments in the 
area. For what the supervisor of the county of Imperial, Victor Carrillo recommends the 
federal authorities... So that they recognize the matters and local problems so that the 
ideas like to arrange them and to solve them come locally to inform nationally like to 
arrange the things. 
 

DATE: 12-07-07 TITLE: Breakfast Workpeople Of The Field. 
LENGTH: 1:55   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: The workpeople of the field had another reason to get up this morning and 
the fact is that diverse organizations and authorities of the city of Calexico prepared his 
breakfast as they have done it from 1979. Lollie Tower, Founder and Organizer of the 
Event; he said: we wanted to teach to the people of the field that we were grateful for the 
work that they do in that time 28 years ago. And that in the course of time has been 
growing in accordance with his founder. They are more than 4 thousand when scarcely we 
begin they were 500 and then 1000. In this twentieth eighth edition in addition to enjoying 
rich tamales and beans, also the peasants received gifts of the present organisms who 
mentioned that this is a way of gratitude to all his effort.  Erick Reyes, Activist; he said: a 
very hard, difficult work and much does not stop of profit for the people who works very 
hardly, it is necessary to appreciate what they do. 
Lollie; there is times for that we are not grateful to the workpeople and since who any more 
than they who go out in the dawn in the cold and in the heat time to harvest what we use in 
our houses. Some workpeople showed that it is good that realizen this type of events 
although also they wish them to make cost his rights. Jose, worker of the field said; if it is 
clear that if in someone there are parts and parts that we do not like but we it work for 
what we come newspaper. Antonio said; that were raising the salaries of loss approximately 
9, 10 dollars the hour for which it is already expensive quite so. On his part Erick Reyes 
activist of the Imperial Vale, showed that one was fighting so that the work of the peasant is 
recognized and respected, his rights go away to strengthen and force the proprietors to do 
it well for them same. 
 

DATE: 12-10-07 TITLE: Border Patrol Confiscations. 
LENGTH: 1:58   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: The efforts of the frontier patrol to support the drugs out of the community 
keep on producing fruits, since in the last 7 days they seized more than 1500 pounds 
sterling of marijuana and next to 90 pounds sterling of cocaine in different incidents. 
Enrique Lozano, Border Patrol in Center said; in the reserve of the highway 86 where there 
confiscated a whole for 89.1 pounds sterling of cocaine with an approximate value of 2 
million 800 thousand dollars. This, when the suspect, on having come to the review, 
became nervous and on having registered the vehicle, the agents found 35 bundles of 
cocaine. Whereas the second case happened in one of the floodgates of the quite American 
channel on December 7. They broke the padlocks and with the same vehicle where they 
transported the drug they tried to push the antitransport barrier what I cause that the 
vehicle will remain disqualified and they could not enter to the country. The antitransport 
barrier was repaired hours later in the incident there were no arrests although the drug and 
the vehicle were put to discpocision of the DEA to continue with the investigation. 1015 
pounds sterling of marijuana were this confiscamento with an approximate value for 800 
thousand dollars, whereas in the last case of this week one manage to assure a car they 
sedate with more than 500 pounds sterling of marihuaba. The agents, on having tried to 
intercept this vehicle to rise to him the corresponding questions, the driver went to the 
quite American channel went out of the vehicle and jump to the water and return nadanco 
to Mexico. In the vehicle 512 pounds sterling of marijuana were. In what goes of this fiscal 
year 2008 it has been seized next to 3200 pounds sterling of marijuana and 90 pounds 
sterling of cocaine having one an approximate value for 4.2 million dollars. 
 
 
 

DATE: 12-12-07 TITLE: Plan 2025 Water conservation.       
LENGTH: 1:42   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Tomorrow the secretary of the interior of the United States, hopes that he 
should sign the initiatory water 2025 with that one tries to prepare a crisis of the vital liquid 
for the year 2025. Some of the beneficiaries of this measurement will be the Valleys of 
Coachella and Imperial. 
Kelley, spokesman IID; this program is to assure him to the consumers that we are taking 
steps to relieve the water absence. This new program would take effect immediately since 2 
years ago pilot presented himself as a project and it gives him to the District of Irrigation of 
Imperial more resources for the conservation of the water. It gives him to the IID a tool that 
in this moment it does not have and atraves of this plan we would store water intentionally 
for the future. Madrigal, Resident: there is perfectly well what they are going to do because 
it is a thing that we we all need from all. The authorities here help to preserve the water but 
often we as citizens do not carry out it. That's why it is important to take conscience to 
avoid to come to a critical situation. Kelley; we are living through changes in the ambience 
and there are limits in River Colorado that earlier they did not exist earlier but it should not 
of panic credit. Although it is not of more taking care of the water not to come to a gravity 
situation. Madrigal; not to do undue things in the street of seizing the water and throwing 
her since well it is necessary to take care of her and to preserve it, because the water is the 
one that gives us the life, the fortitude and without water there can be nothing. 
 

DATE: 12-13-07 TITLE:  Jugueton 2007     
LENGTH: 1:37   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Intro (stand up): our stations you join super estrella and tricolor they have 
joined to take in return playfully conel that tries to collect the biggest quantity of toys for 
the neediest children. Alejandro; promotions 99.3; we are going to be gathering toys for 
these dates of December that is already bringing over especially Christmas, toys for 
children of scarce resources for the neediest and not nothing more for the people of scarce 
resources but also many people and for these dates regrettably it remains without work or 
remains short of good money also these toys are going to be come to these children. To be 
able to see the smile of the children in this Christmas the civil participation is important. We 
hope that the people of the Imperial Valley as well as in past events that we have done also 
he should cooperate, one to this cause, trying to teach the child to that donates that they 
give things for other persons. For the poor children who need some toy in these dates. The 
goal is that all the kings of the hearth of the Valleys of Coachella and Imperial have a happy 
Christmas and it will be possible thanks to his support and cooperation. The challenge that 
the team of Tri Color and Super Estrella brings this evening is to be able to fill the 
Piolinmovil to treat from that more and more children receive these toys. Outro: Abraham; if 
it even has not brought his toys even it can do it to the patrol Tricolor is going to be 
hanging in the shop Walmart de Calexico until 7 p.m., in Coachella you can take his toys to 
the Furniture factory Guadalajara or to the offices of Univision de Palm Desert.  
 

DATE: 12-13-07 TITLE: Home Program. 
LENGTH: 1:44   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Home program. This one in march one of the periods where the Mexicans' 
biggest quantity they return to his places of origin that's why the authorities make them 
one I exhort. Arturo, to which I do them called to which do not leave that any act of 
corruption happens during his trajectory to house. This is the intention of the home 
program that was implemented from 1988, which also tries to give him safety to whom they 
return to house. 
Eugenia; we calculate in this period the arrival of 1 million 200 thousand countrymen, who 
have all the right to denounce any illicit act of the authorities so much local state as federal.
Arturo; having sanctions before the acts of corruption, the intention is completely to 
eradicate them because after all the number that could turn out what we want is that there 
is not. The innovations that this program presents the countryman is simulated with which 
an official representative might travel with the visitors up to his places of origin to 
guarantee a good dealing on the part of the authorities. 
Since he can be 18-year-old young people of age up to persons of the third age so that 
they corroborate the whole trajectory and that they corroborate that the dealing is kind, 
worthy and opportune. The home program operates 365 days of the year but it has 3 
periods of major emphasis. That is a holy week, summer and winter and the winter 
operative one began on October 20 and January 8. For more information it can call to the 
consulate of Mexico in Calexico. 
 

DATE: 12-19-07 TITLE: Worthy repatriation. 
LENGTH: 1:54   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: The president of Mexico Mister Felipe Calderon announced the program 
human repatriation with which it is tried to assist to the migrantes deported to Mexico by 
the North American authorities. 
Pablo, Consul of Mexico in Calexico; so that they return to the place of his origin or a 
passage, a money so that they could eat because many of the occasions take the money 
from them or seize them in the street without only one cent and are repatriated. 
In addition to looking for employment employment in the frontier cities where they are 
repatriated, this initiative of the boss of the Mexican executive will initiate from 2008 and 
they will interfere to diverse both local, state and federal agencies. From a program that the 
president is throwing to walk for Mexico or the INAMI basically, the DIF, the hostels and the 
police officers. The above mentioned received a very clear message on the part of the first 
chief of the nation. 
The most important message of the president that the police officers must understand that 
the migrantes that return are worthy persons and must be treated with very much respect. 
The program piloted human repatriation it will initiate in Mexican territory in the city of 
Tijuana and later the rest of the frontier cities, although it is necessary to mention that in 
the United States the consulate of Mexico in Calexico was already implementing it on 
proper initiative. 
We in consulate of Calexico either we had doing it either for a time supporting them with 
some passages his places of origin and with some support for his meal. Until August I 
register 42 thousand deportees for the border Calexico Mexicali and it is calculated that the 
number exceeds the half million in the whole frontier stripe. 
 

DATE: 12-19-07 TITLE: Appeal against IID 
LENGTH: 1:56   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: The top court of San Diego after has given his mistake in favor of the 
increase to the water tariffs of the district of irrigation of Imperial to Calexico the appeal 
presented by this frontier city inclined the scales next to you since I determine that there 
are sufficient arguments to continue with the litigation. 
Renison, Calexico; there was not audencia he publishes, when something is raised of the 
public sector you have to announce it that you have to have public meetings where it comes 
the people to announce in the newspaper things for the style there is a process and we 
think that there was no this legal process. 
Whereas the IID answers. 
Kelley, IID; I have understood that the IID pipe a series of public conferences and there was 
a public notification. 
The litigation dates from 2005 when the IID increased the tariff to municipalities for 
according to them to recover the cost of the service. The position of the IID is that we want 
that our tariffs reflect the service that we provide and have to recover the cost of this 
service. 
Renison, we had to raise the tariff 3 times in 3 years to the residents clearly that departs 
from the rise was because to renew the water plant and tubes you sew for the style things 
that they were going away to do anyhow but we had not increased the water so much if it 
had not been for this increase. But the cities were going to pay the double price for sanear 
the finance of the water department thing that did not make us to him just. 
Kelley, IID; the IID supports that what it did in 2005 was in accordance with right and 
appropriate. Both parts will exhibit again his arguments to the court in San Diego in date 
for determining and in the only thing that if they have agreed up to this moment is in 
saying that they should leave that the magistrate decides the future of this case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DATE: 12-20-07 TITLE: Violence on the border. 
LENGTH: 1:36   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Quinn, in the sector El Centro we have experienced 134 cases of violence on 
the border against our agents, this year is an increase of 680 % compared with 17 incidents 
similar to the year previous. Incidents in which several agents resulted with wounds in the 
head in addition to damages to his units, only from the First of October until December 16 
registered 181 attacks at national level against agents of the frontier patrol. 
Which were brought to the Mexican authorities with whom one works as a whole to 
eradicate this problem. We work with them span to span to have a balance because the 
violence that happens on the border not only fond to the traffickers or to the frontier patrol 
fond of the community. In spite of the increase that is brought at national level in Yuma 
Arizona a decrease was seen in incidents against this federal agency. 
They constructed encirclements both primarily and secondarily, barriers anti transport in 
major number because they saw a major number of illegal crossings. Since there shows us 
Official Quinn Palmer of the Patrol Fronterizaa the violence against the agents it is for the 
frustration of the traffickers of not being able to deposit to the country of an illegal way 
that because this year there joined about 13 miles of primary encirclement and any miles of 
barriers anti transport. 
And it is planned that for February, 2008 the alargue is begun again so much of the primary 
encirclement as the barrier installation anti transport on the border of Mexicali and the 
county of Imperial. 
 

DATE: 12-21-07 TITLE:  Capture of protest chief of police 
officer of Calexico.     

LENGTH: 1:03   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: Today it takes protest as new chief of the department of police officer of 
Calexico, Jim Neujahr, 14 years working in this corporation did it the ideal candidate for 
suplir to Raul Sanchez who had this charge for 6 years. Daisy, the es a very worthy person 
of since they gave to him. 
Jim, we want to continue with the programs of the first one so that the people should be 
sure in his house that we have that the challenge now it is to have a major level of service in 
addition to to recover the credibility of the community. 
Maria, it is supposed that the police take care of Calexico but I feel that on the contrary I 
suppose that it attacks the persons of Calexico and since there are many young boys police 
officers myself that they must be studied well but more than not at all that give him good 
examples the same as above.  
Jim, with the elements and the people that we already have to do a work rather, better with 
the collaboration with the people of the people we want to work rather side to side with the 
community to go out forward. 
 

DATE: 12-26-07 TITLE: Suspect of Murder. 
LENGTH: 1:46   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: The department of the sheriff of Yuma looks for 46-year-old Thomas Jacob 
Fisher II for being the principal suspect of the murder of 66-year-old Charles Brown of age 
of Yuma Arizona, happened on December 21. Up to the moment there are not known the 
causes of this lamentable incident by what the inquiry is continued to find Thomas Fisher. 
Bratcher, Dept. Sheriff of Yuma; mister Fisher is still free, we believe that perhaps he should 
be travel to Oregon in bus or of raite, the era foster child of the victim. 
Tag: the department of the sheriff needs from his collaboration to find Thomas Jacob Fisher 
II who is described like caucasian, of 5 ' 10 ", 200 pounds sterling of weight and I brown 
hair, any information calls to the phone (928) 783-4427. 
 

DATE: 12-27-07 TITLE: Statistics Migrantes. 
LENGTH: 1:46   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: In the year 2007 the exodus continued of migrantes Mexicans in search of 
the longed American sleep, but regrettably there was those who did not manage to come. 
Guillermo, they are 23 of the masculine sex and 5 of the feminine sex giving us the whole 
of 28 persons of this number of death we have the quantity of not identified 8. Although 
they give a whole of 3 deaths more than last year a decrease is seen compared to previous 
years. But in the previous years that if decendio this statistician in the year 2005 there were 
had 39 persons who died, 33 in 2004, and 52 in 2002. Whereas in deportations 39 
thousand 172 persons registered of the masculine sex, of the feminine sex more than 8 
thousand and minors of age a little more than 3 thousand, these 2 last ones with a light 
increase as regards last year, it has grown in variable form there is no a lot of difference I 
believe that it has changed 10 to 15 %. That's why in order to finish with the deaths on the 
border one will do a campaign for concientizar to the Mexicans of the interior of the 
Republic with information to next to the dangers of crossing illegally. They are preventive 
campaigns for all those migrantes that in some given moment decide to deposit the United 
States since obviously 2 times think it before doing it. And that not only are the dangers of 
crossing for the desert or the channels but also the poulterers who to  to part of raising his 
tariffs up to 5 thousand dollars for person they are personages without conscience that 
assault the migrantes and can make them pay a much more expensive price ... the life. 
 

DATE: 12-28-07 TITLE: Smoke of Second Hand Law. 
LENGTH: 1:25   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: Daniel, Imperial Health Dept of. The science has demonstrated that the 
smoke of the second hand fond of our health that's why this new law was coming into force 
on the First of January, 2008. Which consists of the fact that no person can smoke inside a 
vehicle when 18-year-old minors are present. The persons who do not expire with this law 
will be fined by 100 dollars and the authority that is a person in charge of reinforcing this 
law is the Dept. of Police officer, the Sheriff and the California Highway Patrol. With this new 
law there tries to be protected the health of one of the most vulnerable groups of the 
smoke of the second hand. The children who live with parents that you smoke fall ill more 
frequent and suffer from bronchitis, pneumonias, attacks of asthma, annoyance in the eyes, 
infection in the ears and those they are some of of few consequences of the smoke of the 
second hand. In addition to the mentioned illnesses the consequences can be more serious. 
The consequence burdens them it would be up to cancer in the lungs. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DATE: 12-31-07 TITLE: Resumen 2007 
LENGTH: 4:00   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: TRACK: ABRAHAM 
In this year that I finish we were witnesses of excellent events that ded some or another way 
impactaron to our community here some of them present to them:    
NEW GOVERNOR BC 
After the elections of August 5 and that the Federal Electoral undone Court the contesting 
of his principal opponent Jorge Hank Rhon of the PRI, Jose Guadalupe Osuna Millan of the 
Partido Accion Nacional took protest as the new Governor of Baja California. His order 
began on the First of December and 2013 ends. 
TUNNEL SAN LUIS 
The Frontier Patrol sector Yuma found the first tunnel in this area. It was discovered by 
personnel of this dependency that was doing works of maintenance to a way on the Border 
of San Luis Arizona. Whereas of the Mexican side, authorities deposited to the house 
ubicana in the International Avenue 1011, discovering the tunnel of 3 x 3 feet to a depth of 
23 feet, a length of 250 feet of which 108 feet of the American side. 
SOT: ERIC ANDERSON 
It is a very sophisticated tunnel 4 has bars x 4 as jigsaw puzzle to give him stability, it has 
electricity, has a rudimentary system of ventilation that consists of a long pipe as of 
drainage with the one that was getting about by air down. 
MURDER SUICIDE EL CENTRO 
A fact that shook the city of El Centro was the murder and suicide that registered in an 
acquaintance super market of the locality. When an emergency call was received bringing 
shots of firearm in the place of the facts Jorge Navarrete met the victim without life of name 
several heridad of bullet and the sospechoco of name Jorge Raul Zepeda the one who had a 
wound of bullet in the head provoked by the same one although this one did not lose the 
life in this moment declared himself his  death in the hospital of this city minutes later. For 
witnesses they were moments of real anxiety. 
SOT: ELIA CORONADO 
When it was entering we were two another lady who is there on having opened to him the 
door throw in the soil, there were girls covering that we were throwing to ourselves for that 
the shots were, in this moment I cannot say to him anything for which a fear was a panic, it 
is quite. 
FIRE AND HOSTEL QUALCOMM 
Only ashes and a bitter recuedo left to us the debastadores fires that had along the South 
of California that left human losses, completely destroyed houses and million dollars of 
material losses. But the help does not make to be waited and was improvised to the 
stadium QUALCOMM of San Diego as the biggest hostel I never dress in this city where one 
assembled more than 40 thousand evacuees attended by hundreds of volunteers. 
Al temporal solo le basto 20 minutos para dejar sin hogar a 45 familias y cuantiosos  
 
 



 

DATE: 12-31-07 TITLE:  Resumen Continuation     
LENGTH: 4:00   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 



NARRATIVE: TWISTER  PALO VERDE 
But the nature not only allowed itself to feel with fire but also with a returned fortress, as 
the one that destroyed the half of the small city of Palo Verde. To the alone storm I am 
enough to him 20 minutes to stop without hearth to 45 families and large material 
damages. Fortunately it had not lost human about that to be sorry.  
SOT: ARACELY GAINES 
Approximately 10 millions of dollars, is included the agriculture, the loss of the business, 
vehicles that debris remained trapped bajjo and hoist and houses. 
DEMONSTRATORS 
The County of Imperial received hundreds of demonstrators of the group called A World 
Without Borders, who had diverse activities during his demurrage in these region but those 
who more attracted attention they were the protest that they did in the facilities of the 
center of detention of undocumented persons and the offices of the frontier patrol. 
SOT: DEMONSTRATOR 
As well as the clash that they had with agents of this federal corporation in Calexico when 
they tried to destroy the frontier encirclement between Calexico and Mexicali. The balance 
3 demonstrators arrested to 2 of which they did not present to them charges but to the 
third one of them charge is formulated by damage to federal property. 
FELIPE CALDERON Y BUSH 
But if about visits we speak, which more caused fuss were those of the President of Mexico 
Felipe Calderon to Mexicali when I inaugurate the plant of water treatment The Arenitas. 
SOT: CALDERON 
And that of the first chief of the United States George Bush to the city of Yuma in which it 
was his second visit to this city of Arizona in what it goes of gesetiion. During his speech I 
mention that there will not be political asylum for the undocumented persons who live 
already in these country and who to obtain the American citizenship will have to do line 
behind those that are in a legal way. 
SOT: BUSH 
2007 left to us big moments that are a part of the history that was lived from San Luis Rio 
Colorado Sonora up to San Diego California and that for us was a pleasure to take them to 
all of you atraves of our chronicles, we hope to keep on being provided with his presence in 
this next year. We wish them a Very happy Prosperous 2008. 
From El Centro  Abraham Retana Noticias Univision Notivalle always next to you. 
 
 
 
 



DATE: 12-31-07 TITLE: Suspicious arrest Yuma. 
LENGTH: 1:14   
PROGRAM: Notivalle 
NARRATIVE: After one week runaway surrendered to the authorities Thomas Jacob Fisher 
who last December 21 was indicated as the principal suspect of the murder of Charles 
Brown de Yuma. Enrique Lozano, Frontier Patrol Sector The Center said: 
An individual approached the agents of the frontier patrol that were patrolling in the field of 
the dunes of Imperial, this person they said to the agent that had hurt someone seriously 
that it was not known that so serious but that it wanted to surrender. On having checked 
the precedents, one found that Mister Fisher was looked by the Department of Sheriff de 
Yuma those who were already formulating the charges to whom I resulted responsale from 
the death of the 66-year-old Mister Charles Brown. The charges are a first-degree murder 
it was the result to the facts that I realize in December 21. The Frontier Patrol delivered the 
suspect to the Sheriff of the County of Imperial later to be moved to Yuma to face the 
charges that impute him to him. The office of the Sheriff of Imperial was not available for 
comments since they will remain closed until January 2. 
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NOTICIAS AL MINUTO – TELEFUTURA NEWS 
 

OCTOBER 1 – OCTOBER 31, 2007 
 
 
Airdate: October 1     Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  Passport Policy  
Synopsis: As per new U.S. policy, all U.S. citizens traveling to Canada, Mexico or 
the Caribbean will need a valid U.S. passport. 
 
Airdate: October 3     Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  Visa Lottery 
Synopsis: The State Department has started to receive through the Internet 
applications for the annual lottery of 50 thousand visas.   
 
Airdate: October 5       Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:   Meat Recall 
Synopsis: Two weeks after a massive meat recall, the beef patties producing 
company "Topps Meat" closed its doors.  
 
Airdate: October 10     Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  Sedated Immigrants  
Synopsis: The ACLU presented a motion to prevent immigration authorities from 
sedating immigrants that are deported in commercial flights to their respective 
countries.  
 
Airdate: October 12     Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  California Landlords 
Synopsis: California became the first state to enact laws prohibiting landlords to 
find out the migrant status of their tenants and to evict those who don’t have legal 
status.  
 
Airdate: October 17     Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  School Infection 
Synopsis: All schools in Bedford County, Virginia, closed for cleaning after the 
death of a student caused by strong bacteria. 
 
Airdate: October 24      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  Dream Act Rejected 
Synopsis: The Dream Act was not approved by the Senate today. The project 
would have given legal resident status to thousands of undocumented students.  
 
Airdate: October 27     Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  NY Drivers Licenses 
Synopsis: The Federal Administration and the New York state government 
reached an agreement to create secure driver licenses for citizens and allow 
undocumented aliens to also acquire a license.  
 
Airdate: October 31     Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  Interest Rates 
Synopsis: The Federal Reserve cut the interest rates a quarter of a percent to 4.5 
per cent. 
 



 

NOTICIAS AL MINUTO – TELEFUTURA NEWS 
 

NOVEMBER 1 – NOVEMBER 30, 2007 
 
 
November 1        Duration: 30 sec. 
According to a report from the Economic Policy Institute, the amount of 
people in the United States lacking health insurance increased to 47 
million between 2000 and 2006. 
 
 
November 6       Duration: 30 sec. 
Mattel, the world's largest toy manufacturer voluntarily removed from the 
U.S. market 155 thousand toys of the Fischer-Price brand produced in 
Mexico as these represented danger for children. 
 
 
November 9       Duration: 30 sec. 
The threat of Al Qaeda against shopping centers in Los Angeles and 
Chicago is not reliable, said the Federal authorities. 
 
 
November 13      Duration: 30 sec. 
According to a survey, the plan of New York’s governor Eliot Spider of 
granting drivers licenses to undocumented immigrants decreased his 
popularity by 41 percent. 
 
 
November 15      Duration: 30 sec. 
The Institute of Insurance and Safety of Roads announced the safest 
passenger vehicles, among these Ford, Volvo, Honda and Acura. 
 
 
November 18      Duration: 30 sec. 
Hundreds of undocumented immigrants are being laid off work in Arizona 
due to the imminent entry into effect of a new law that sanctions employers 
if they hire undocumented workers. 
 
 
November 20      Duration: 30 sec. 
After having raised three million dollars, the governor of Texas, Rick Perry, 
said today than in January of next year a virtual wall on the border with 
Mexico will begin to go up.  
 



 
November 24      Duration: 30 sec. 
The U.S. army reported that by the end of the month troops in Iraq will be 
reduced by 5 thousand. Currently, there are 162 thousand American 
soldiers in that country. 
 
 
November 29      Duration: 30 sec. 
The president of El Salvador, Elias Antonio Saca, requested President 
Bush for an extension of the status of temporary protection for Central 
American undocumented, which expires in March 2009. 
 
 



NOTICIAS AL MINUTO – TELEFUTURA NEWS 
 

DECEMBER 1 – DECEMBER 31, 2007 
 

 
Airdate:   December 5      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:  Microwave Recall  
Synopsis:   Federal Authorities informed that the General Electric Company 
recalled 92,000 microwave ovens that are at risk of catching fire.  
 
Airdate:   December 6      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:   Mortgage Crisis 
Synopsis:   President George W. Bush announced a plan to freeze interest rates 
for thousands of homeowners whose mortgage rates will increase in the upcoming 
months.  
 
Airdate:  December 8        Duration: 30  sec. 
Topic:   Aids Immigrants 
Synopsis:  According to a study by Human Rights Watch, the Homeland Security 
Department does not provide appropriate medical treatment to detained, 
undocumented immigrants infected with the AIDS virus. 
 
Airdate:   December 12      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:    Vaccine Recall  
Synopsis:  The Merck Pharmaceutical Company recalled more than a million doses 
of the HIB vaccine because they could be contaminated. The vaccine protects small 
children against infections like meningitis and pneumonia.  
 
Airdate:   December 13      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:   Climate Change 
Synopsis:   According to the Global Meteorology Organization, the planet had the 
highest temperatures on record during the decade of 1997-2008.  
 
Airdate:  December 14      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:    USA Recession 
Synopsis:  Alan Greenspan, ex director of the Federal Reserve, said today that 
the possibilities of having a recession have recently increased.  
 
Airdate:  December 19      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:   Sex Education 
Synopsis:  Teens that have attended sex education clases are more prone to 
postpone sexual relations, contradicting previous studies about the efficacy of these 
programs. 
 
Airdate:  December 21       Duration: 30 sec 
Topic:  Hispanic Vote   
Synopsis:   According to the Tomas Rivera Institute, more than 9 million Latinos 
will vote in the next presidential election in the United States, 23 percent more than 
in 2004.   
 
Airdate:   December 25      Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic:   Hispanic Cancer 
Synopsis:   According to a study, a gene puts Hispanic women at a greater risk of 
developing breast cancer.  
 



TU PULSO 
 

October 1 – October 31, 2007 
 

Note:  All “TU PULSO” programs have duration of 23:20. 
 
October 6 
 
Topic:  Homeboy Industries 
This show shot on location in Los Angeles focuses on Homeboy Industries, an 
organization that helps former gang members get their life back on track. The 
organization offers a variety of services such as counseling, the removal of tattoos and 
help in finding jobs. The show brings to light the powerful stories of former gang 
members who have turned their lives around. 
 
Topic - Fresno  
This show shot on location in Fresno focuses on the services that the Children’s Hospital 
of Central Valley has to offer. The show features success stories of Hispanic kids that 
have been helped at such hospital. The show also takes the viewer to meet 
professionals who work at the hospital and provide the services. 
 
 
October 13 
 
Topic - The Hispanic Vote 
This show shot on location in Washington DC focuses on the Hispanic vote. The show 
examines the issues that are important to Hispanics when it comes to voting and 
members of both the Democratic and Republican parties are interviewed. The voting 
process is also discussed. 
 
Topic - Art in Miami 
This show shot on location in Miami takes the viewer to meet the artist community in 
Miami. Various artists are featured and the impact of their art is discussed. Additionally, 
there is an emphasis on the renaissance that the city is undergoing. 
 
 
October 20 
 
Topic – Washington DC 
This show shot on location in Washington DC focuses on a piece of legislation known as 
the Real ID Act. The show examines the topic by featuring both sides of the debate. The 
show informs the Hispanic community on how this act could affect them. 
 
Topic:  Cleveland – Puerto Rican Parade 2007 
Coverage of the Puerto Rican day parade in Cleveland, a collage of rich culture, tradition 
and Latino pride as “Tu Pulso” travels to Cleveland Ohio to cover the 50 year-old 
festival. 
 



October 27 
 
Topic – Dallas - Education 
This show shot on location in Dallas focuses on education. Various students and 
educators are interviewed in order to bring to light the importance of education. The 
program also focuses on providing information to a young population on how to enroll in 
a college or university. 
 
Topic – Restaurant “La Capilla” 
Tu Pulso travels to Mexico and visits several food processing plants. Topics of 
discussion are authentic food and the famous restaurants that serve them. 
 



TU PULSO 
 

November 1 – November 30, 2007 
 

Note:  All “TU PULSO” programs have duration of 23:20. 
 
 
November 4 
 
Topic - YMCA 
This show shot on location in Los Angeles focuses on the services offered by YMCA. 
The philosophy of the organization: Healthy mind, body and soul extend throughout all 
the services it offers including a gym and volunteering opportunities. 
 
Topic - Teenage Parenthood 
This show shot on location in Los Angeles focuses on the topic of teenage pregnancy. 
While the topic is discussed in the show the focus is on providing information on 
organizations such as Planned Parenthood and the Teen Parenting Program. 
 
 
November 11 
 
Topic - Austin 
This show shot on location in Austin focuses on the services available to people with 
disabilities.  The program interviews various leaders in the community who are involved 
with programs that help people with disabilities. Additionally, the show takes the viewer 
to an elementary school in order to show the services available to children with learning 
disabilities. 
 
Topic – Comite Hispano Americano 
The topic of this show illustrates the importance of early learning and the steps parents 
can take to develop and guide their children’s during the education stages. 
 
 
November 18 
 
Topic - Art in L.A. 
This show shot on location in Los Angeles focuses on artwork and the initiative of the 
mayor of this city to exhibit art in City Hall. The show takes the viewer to various 
galleries and studios to meet various artists and experience their artwork. The show 
culminates with an interview with Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa who speaks about the 
importance of art. 
 
Topic - Las Vegas 
This show shot on location in Las Vegas focuses on the employment opportunities that 
abound in this city. Various employees are interviewed and members of the community 
discuss their interest in the hotel/entertainment industry. The show also points out why 
diversity in the workforce is important.  



November 25 
 
Topic - Dallas – Elderly Services 
This show shot on location in Dallas focuses on services available to the elderly. The 
main organizations featured include Senior Citizens of Greater Dallas and La Voz del 
Anciano. This show provides information on how senior citizens may remain active in 
society and where they may seek help.  
 
Topic:  The Tortilla in the US 
This show shot on location in Los Angeles brings to light the origin, importance and 
nutritional value of the tortilla. More tortillas are consumed in the U.S. than hamburgers. 
The show features a Kaiser nutritionist, a historian, an entrepreneur and an artist who 
paints on tortillas.  
 
 



 
TU PULSO 

 
December 1 – December 31, 2007 

 
Note:  All “TU PULSO” programs have duration of 23:20. 

 
 
December 2 
 
Topic:  Hispanic Scholarship Fund 
This show shot on location in Los Angeles underscores the importance of education and 
informs the community on the resources that the Hispanic Scholarship Fund has to offer.  
Viewers learn about this organization which has awarded 73,000 scholarships to 
Hispanic students. Tu Pulso interviews scholarship recipients, parents, sponsors and the 
president of this organization. 
 
Topic:  Elderly Services 
This show focuses on the Medicare reform and the confusion it some times brings to the 
beneficiaries.  The price of medicines is discussed, as well as services provided by a 
national program called Vista and the benefits that may be obtained by becoming 
members of AARP. 
 
 
December 9 
 
Topic:   HIV/AIDS Awareness 
This show shot on location in Los Angeles covers the topic of HIV and AIDS.  The show 
defines the disease, informs the viewer on how to prevent it and provides information on 
resources available.  It also underscores the importance of getting tested and how to 
overcome the stigmas that are associated with AIDS. Lastly an AIDS survivor selects Tu 
Pulso as the means to communicate to his family that he is HIV positive and sends an 
insightful message.  
 
 
Topic:  Lead Poison 
This show focuses on the effects that lead can have on children.  In addition, we speak 
to certain agencies that focus on the development of children and how lead can affect 
early stages of human development. 
 
 



December 16 
 
Topic:  Women In Business 
This show covers topics on Hispanic women-run businesses. It presents stories of 
several DC and Virginia women who have been successful entrepreneurs.  The topics 
cover financing your business, how to get business plan help and also how to tap into 
the growing “Hispanic women business network”. 
Topic:  San Antonio 
San Antonio Overpopulation and Abandoning of Pets, Spay Neuter and how Animal 
Care Center, Wild Animal Orphanage, Animal Resource Center and veterinarians work 
together to help rid the community of sicknesses. 
 
 
December 23 
 
Topic:  Cleveland – Puerto Rican Parade 2006 
This show focuses on the expansion of a traditional Latino event in Cleveland by 
reminding Puerto Ricans and Latinos in the NE Ohio area of their heritage and fostering 
the positive image of our people. An example of the national interest in this expansion 
effort is the participation of delegations from 15 states, including New York and 
California in the Parade.  
 
Topic:  Importance of Performing Arts 
Program covers local Los Angeles artists and how the Latino community benefits from 
Arts programs in schools. A series of artists volunteer at schools and community centers 
to assist students in developing art skills. 
 
 
December 30 
 
Topic:  Child Obesity 
This show focuses on teaching healthy eating habits to children and their families. It 
illustrates the importance of incorporating physical activity and nutrition as the 
cornerstone of preventing obesity in children and adolescents. Families and schools are 
the two most critical links in providing the foundation for these behaviors. 
 
 
Topic:  Iraq 
This show focuses on the Iraq situation and how it affects the Hispanic soldiers that are 
serving in Iraq, as well as the families left behind.  There are Latino heroes, and one of 
them received the Silver Star for saving the lives of two of his fellow soldiers. 
 


